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Self-avoidance, a process preventing interactions of
axons and dendrites from the same neuron during
development, is mediated in vertebrates through
the stochastic single-neuron expression of clustered
protocadherin protein isoforms. Extracellular cad-
herin (EC) domains mediate isoform-specific homo-
philic binding between cells, conferring cell recogni-
tion through a poorly understood mechanism. Here,
we report crystal structures for the EC1–EC3 domain
regions from four protocadherin isoforms represent-
ing the a, b, and g subfamilies. All are rod shaped and
monomeric in solution. Biophysical measurements,
cell aggregation assays, and computational docking
reveal that trans binding between cells depends on
the EC1–EC4 domains, which interact in an antipar-
allel orientation. We also show that the EC6 domains
are required for the formation of cis-dimers. Overall,
our results are consistent with a model in which pro-
tocadherin cis-dimers engage in a head-to-tail inter-
action between EC1–EC4 domains from apposed cell
surfaces, possibly forming a zipper-like protein as-
sembly, and thus providing a size-dependent self-
recognition mechanism.INTRODUCTION
The human brain is composed of 10 billion neurons, each of
which can connect with up to thousands of others. Neuronal
self-avoidance is a process in which dendrites and axons origi-
nating from the same neuron repel one another but can freely
interact with neurites from other neurons. The combined proper-
ties of self-recognition and non-self-discrimination require that
contacting neurons display diverse cell-surface identities thatallow for discrimination between self and non-self (Hattori et al.,
2009; Zipursky and Grueber, 2013; Zipursky and Sanes, 2010).
In Drosophila and other invertebrates, self-avoidance is medi-
ated by Dscam1 proteins—immunoglobulin superfamily mem-
bers produced by alternative splicing of the DSCAM1 pre-
mRNA. This cell-autonomous and stochastic alternative splicing
can theoretically produce up to 19,008 Dscam1 isoforms with
distinct ectodomains, each of which have highly specific homo-
philic trans binding specificity (Hattori et al., 2008; Miura et al.,
2013; Schmucker et al., 2000; Wojtowicz et al., 2007). Distinct
cell-surface identities are generated in Drosophila by the sto-
chastic expression of a small set of Dscam1 isoforms in each
neuron (Miura et al., 2013). Homophilic interactions between
identical sets of protein isoforms on the surface of neurites
from the same neuron result in repulsion and neurite self-avoid-
ance (Hattori et al., 2008). The expression of even a single
Dscam1 isoform is sufficient for self-avoidance of neurites
from the same neuron (Hughes et al., 2007; Matthews et al.,
2007; Soba et al., 2007). However, robust non-self-discrimina-
tion, which allows processes from different neurons to freely
interact, requires thousands of distinct Dscam1 isoforms (Hattori
et al., 2009).
Recent studies suggest that, in vertebrate nervous systems,
neuronal self-avoidance functionality is provided, at least in
part, by the clustered protocadherins (Pcdhs) (Chen and Mania-
tis, 2013; Zipursky and Grueber, 2013; Zipursky and Sanes,
2010). Mammalian Pcdhs are encoded in a contiguous genomic
locus composed of three adjacent gene clusters (Pcdh a, b,
and g), each of which contains close to 60 ‘‘variable’’ exons
(58 in mice, Figure 1A) (Wu and Maniatis, 1999). Only a few var-
iable exons are stochastically chosen for expression in each cell
by a mechanism involving alternative promoter choice (Ribich
et al., 2006; Tasic et al., 2002). Each variable exon encodes
an entire Pcdh ectodomain region consisting of six tandem
extracellular cadherin (EC) domains, a single transmembrane
region, and a short cytoplasmic region. In the a and g gene clus-
ters, a ‘‘constant’’ C-terminal cytoplasmic region encoding an
intracellular domain (ICD) is joined to the variable ectodomainCell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 629
Figure 1. Crystal Structures of Four Pcdh
EC1–EC3 Isoforms
(A) The Pcdh genomic locus contains three adja-
cent clusters of variable exons. Each exon en-
codes an entire ectodomain comprising six EC
domains, a transmembrane (TM) domain, and
a short cytoplasmic region. Alpha and gamma
clusters also contain three constant exons that
encode a cluster-specific ICD, which are joined
by pre-mRNA splicing for alpha and gamma clus-
ters. C-type Pcdh exons are shown in pink and
light blue for the alpha and gamma clusters,
respectively.
(B) Crystal structures of EC1–EC3 regions from
PcdhaC2, Pcdhb1, PcdhgA8, and PcdhgC5
shown in ribbon representation. Ca2+ ions are
drawn as green spheres. N-glycans and
conserved O-mannose residues are drawn as
sticks. The inter-domain calcium binding sites are
arranged similarly to those observed in classical
cadherins (expanded view). See also Figure S1
and Table S1.
(C) Comparison of the PcdhgC5 and type I clas-
sical C-cadherin structures. The overall architec-
ture of classical cadherin ectodomains has a
curved shape with an approximate 90 angle be-
tween EC1 and EC5 (Boggon et al., 2002). In
contrast, the architecture of Pcdh EC1–EC3
domain regions is characterized by an extended
zigzagged conformation.
(D) EC2–EC3 angles distinct from classical cad-
herins account for the extended zigzagged
conformation of the Pcdh structures. EC1–EC3
domains are drawn as blue (PcdhgC5) and yellow
(C-cadherin) ovals. Angles shown are between
principal axes of inertia for adjacent domains.exon by pre-mRNA splicing. The b cluster does not contain such
a constant region, and therefore, b-Pcdhs are lacking an ICD.
The a and g gene clusters also encode a small set of ‘‘C-type’’
Pcdhs, which are divergent from other members of their respec-
tive clusters and appear to have distinct functions (Figure 1A)
(Chen et al., 2012). Deletion of the Pcdhg gene cluster in mice
leads to the disruption of self-avoidance in retinal starburst ama-
crine cells and Purkinje cells with phenotypes similar to those
described for Dscam1 deletion mutants in Drosophila (Lefebvre
et al., 2012).
Like invertebrate Dscam proteins, Pcdh isoforms engage in
isoform-specific trans homophilic interactions (Schreiner and
Weiner, 2010; Thu et al., 2014). It is remarkable that Pcdhs,
with only 58 isoforms, can mediate neural self-recognition and
non-self-discrimination similar to Dscams, which have up to
tens of thousands of distinct extracellular isoforms. Central to
this capability is the observation that a single mismatched
Pcdh isoform can interfere with recognition between cells that
express an otherwise matching set of Pcdhs (Thu et al., 2014).
Understanding the mechanism underlying this ‘‘interference’’
phenomenon is crucial, as it is likely to explain how only 58
Pcdh isoforms can provide sufficient functional diversity to
enable self-recognition and non-self-discrimination in the ner-
vous system comparable to the much more diverse Drosophila
Dscam gene.630 Cell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Here, we report crystal structures of Pcdh extracellular pro-
tein fragments comprising the previously mapped Pcdh speci-
ficity-determining EC1–EC3 domains for PcdhaC2, Pcdhb1,
PcdhgA8, and PcdhgC5 isoforms, thus providing examples
from all three Pcdh gene clusters. Guided by these structures,
we used two orthogonal mutagenesis approaches—surface-
saturating argininemutagenesis and bioinformatics-derived pre-
dictions—to map the isoform specificity-determining regions at
the amino acid level using cell aggregation and biophysical ex-
periments as readouts. The two approaches yielded consistent
results, revealing an essential role for EC1 through EC4 in trans
homophilic interactions and for EC6 in cis interactions. On the
basis of these findings, we propose a model for Pcdh-mediated
cell-cell recognition that is consistent with the remarkable ability
of these cell-surface proteins to provide diverse single-cell iden-
tities to vertebrate neurons.
RESULTS
Structures of Pcdh EC1–EC3 Region Fragments from a,
b, and g Sub-families
We determined crystal structures of proteins composed of the
three N-terminal EC domains of mouse PcdhaC2, Pcdhb1,
PcdhgA8, and PcdhgC5 to a resolution of 2.4 A˚, 3.3 A˚, 2.9 A˚,
and 2.9 A˚, respectively (Figure 1B and Table S1). We focused
Table 1. Analytical Ultracentrifugation Analysis of Clustered-
Protocadherins Homo-oligomerization
Protein Oligomeric State KD Oligomerization (mM)
a7EC1–EC3 monomer NA
aC2EC1–EC3 non-specific dimer 242 ± 0.1
a
b1EC1–EC3 monomer NA





a7EC1–EC5 dimer 2.9 ± 0.5
aC2EC1–EC4 dimer 20 ± 1.2
aC2EC1–EC5 dimer 5.9 ± 0.8
gC5EC1–EC5 dimer 100 ± 4.3
gB6EC1–EC4 dimer 29 ± 4.9
gA8EC1–EC4 dimer 30 ± 1.5
gC5EC2–EC6 dimer 18 ± 0.2
gA8EC2–EC6 dimer 23 ± 8.1






gA8EC1–EC4 I116R monomer NA
gC5EC2–EC6 S116R dimer 14
aC2EC1–EC6 S118R tetramer 1.8
b
gC5EC1–EC6 S116R dimer 5.7
an = 2; Isodesmic Ki = 359 mM; Ki/KD = 1.48.
bKD of a tetramer was obtained by locking the cis-interaction KD as
obtained from EC2–EC6 deletion constructs.on protein fragments containing EC1–EC3, since the results of
earlier cell aggregation experiments indicated that Pcdh iso-
form-specific recognition was mediated via the EC2–EC3 do-
mains and that the EC1 domain is required for trans binding
(Schreiner and Weiner, 2010).
The four structures show high overall similarity (Figures 1B
and S1A). Each structure consists of three EC domains, each
with the two-layer b sheet fold observed in classical cadherins.
Successive domains are connected by calcium-binding linkers,
each of which coordinate three Ca2+ ions utilizing side chains
in the same conserved motifs (Figure 1B). These motifs are
also conserved within type I and type II classical cadherins
with the exception of the EE motif (bottom of EC1 domain, Fig-
ure 1B), which is present only in type-II cadherins. In contrast
with previous conclusions (Schreiner and Weiner, 2010) but
consistent with the presence of Ca2+ at the inter-domain linkers
and in common with classical cadherins, we have found that cell
aggregation of Pcdhs is Ca2+ dependent (Figure S1B). Despite
these similarities to classical cadherins, the Pcdh isoform struc-
tures are distinctive in several aspects. Most notably, the overall
arrangement of the three EC domains in each structure is much
straighter than the curved classical cadherin architecture (Fig-
ure 1C). This ‘‘straight-rod’’ architecture arises from an extended
zigzagged conformation: an arrangement that is generated pri-marily by a very different EC2–EC3 angle than classical cadher-
ins (> 31 difference, Figure 1D).
In addition, mass spectrometry analyses showed that all four
isoforms contain two sites of O-mannosylation at residues 194
and 196 (PcdhgC5 sequence numbering; Figures 1B, S1G, and
S1H). These positions are conserved in sequence among most
Pcdh isoforms (Figure S1G) and among classical cadherins (Ves-
ter-Christensen et al., 2013), suggesting that these O-glycans
play important functional roles. O-mannosylation of cadherins
and protocadherins were recently discovered (Vester-Christen-
sen et al., 2013), and it was further shown that O-mannosylation
of E-cadherin is essential for preimplantation development of the
mouse embryo (Lommel et al., 2013).
The Pcdh structures show local Pcdh-specific embellishments
on the EC domain fold. In particular, Pcdh EC1 domains show a
number of differences from vertebrate cadherin EC1 domains
(Figure S1D), as was previously observed in NMR structures of
Pcdha4 and Pcdhb14 EC1 domains (Morishita et al., 2006).
The A strand is shorter than that of classical cadherins and lacks
the conserved Trp-2 residue, which anchors the strand-swap
trans-binding interface of classical cadherins (Figures S1C and
S1D; Posy et al., 2008). The EC1 EF loop region in each of the
Pcdh structures contains a disulfide-constrained loop formed
by a Pcdh-specific CX5C motif. The EC2 and EC3 domains of
the Pcdh structures are each most similar to either the EC1
or EC2 domain from the atypical cadherin-23 (RMSD 1.5 and
1.2 A˚). However, the D and E strands of Pcdh EC2 domains,
and the CD loop region of EC3, are significantly longer than
found in cadherin-23 or in classical cadherins (Figure S1E). There
are also distinctive differences among the structures of the four
Pcdh isoforms. The EC1 BC loop helix, C strand, and CD loop
regions display distinct conformations in all four structures
(Figure S1F). In EC3, the two C-type structures (PcdhaC2 and
PcdhgC5) have a longer FG loop than Pcdhb1 and PcdhgA8, a
feature conserved among a and C-type Pcdhs (Figure S1F).
Analysis of the molecular packing of the four Pcdh EC1–EC3
structures revealed different crystallographic contacts for each
isoform with no interfaces in common. Interfaces exhibiting
typical protein-protein interface attributes were not identified in
any of the crystal forms analyzed.
Analytical Ultracentrifugation and Cell Aggregation
Assays Define the Multimeric Structure of Pcdhs
We expressed and purified proteins from a C-terminal deletion
series comprising EC1–EC6, EC1–EC5, EC1–EC4, and EC1–
EC3 and a construct comprising domains EC2–EC6 where EC1
was deleted. Using analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC), we as-
sessed the oligomerization state of each of these ectodomain
fragments in solution. With the exception of PcdhgA8, all EC1–
EC3 Pcdh isoform fragments behaved as monomers (Table 1).
This finding was consistent with our crystal structures in which
no apparent binding interfaces were detected. The PcdhgA8
EC1–EC3 fragment formed a disulfide-linked dimer through
cysteine 283 in the EC3 domain (Figures S2A and S2B); however,
this disulfide bond is likely artifactual since it is not detected in
the larger PcdhgA8 isoform fragment (EC1–EC4) (Table 1).
In contrast to monomeric EC1–EC3 fragments, EC1–EC4 or
EC1–EC5 Pcdh fragments were observed to self-associate asCell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 631
Figure 2. Elements of Pcdh cis and trans Binding
(A) Correlating multimerization states of truncated Pcdh proteins with their cell-cell recognition properties. Cells transfected with Pcdh deletion series plasmid
constructs were tested for aggregation. With the exception of EC2–EC6 Pcdh fragments and PcdhgC5 EC1–EC4, all deletion proteins that formed oligomers in
solution also mediated cell aggregation. Full-length Pcdha4 includes the EC6 domain from PcdhgC3 so it could be delivered to the cell surface.
(B) Probing homophilic interaction interface by arginine-scanningmutagenesis. Residues mutated to arginine are drawn in space filling representation. In blue are
mutations that did not disrupt recognition, in orange are mutations that weakened recognition, and in red are mutations that abolished cell-cell recognition.
Excluding residue 142, all the effective arginine mutants are located along one side of the molecule.
(C) Cell aggregation experiments showing the mutations in part (B) that weakened or abolished interactions. See also Figure S2C.
(D) In other Pcdh isoforms, residues analogous to the effective PcdhgC5 arginine mutants had similar effects on the cell-cell recognition in the majority of cases.dimers with dissociation constants (KD) in the micromolar range
(2.9–100 mM) that varied significantly between isoforms (Table 1).
The EC1-deleted constructs comprising domains EC2–EC6 also
formed homodimers in solution, with KD values in the low micro-
molar range (8.9–23 mM). Importantly, AUC measurements for
complete ectodomains, including EC1–EC6, could be fit only
to a tetramer (dimer-of-dimers) model, indicating a crucial role
for the EC6 domain in Pcdh association (Table 1).
We expressed similarly truncated Pcdhs in K562 cells and as-
sessed their ability to mediate cell aggregation. K562 cells pro-
vide a robust assay for Pcdh cell-cell recognition, as they do
not express endogenous Pcdhs and do not spontaneously
aggregate in liquid culture (Reiss et al., 2006; Schreiner and632 Cell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.Weiner, 2010; Thu et al., 2014). Cells expressing the EC1–EC3
fragment, which was found to be monomeric in solution, failed
to produce cell aggregates (Figure 2A). In contrast, with the
exception of PcdhgC5 EC1–EC4, which forms a non-natural di-
sulfide between monomers, cells expressing EC1–EC4, EC1–
EC5, or the complete ectodomain (EC1–EC6) showed extensive
aggregation for all isoforms tested (Figure 2A). Consistent with
previous studies (Schreiner and Weiner, 2010; Thu et al.,
2014), cells expressing Pcdh EC2–EC6 fragments, which were
shown above to homodimerize in solution, did not aggregate
(Figure 2A). Detection of two independent dimers, one of which
(generated by EC1–EC4 and EC1–EC5 fragments) correlates
with cell-cell aggregation, whereas the other (generated by
EC2–EC6 fragments) does not (Figure 2A), strongly suggests
that EC1–EC4 and EC1–EC5 fragments mediate trans interac-
tions while the EC2–EC6 fragments mediate cis interactions
involving the most membrane-proximal domain, EC6 (see also
below). The observation that full-length ectodomains form
apparent tetramers in AUC strongly suggests that this molecular
species corresponds to a dimer-of-dimers formed by these two
distinct interfaces, one mediating cis and the other trans
interactions.
Structural Elements of the trans-Binding Interface
Arginine-Scanning Mutagenesis
Selected non-basic surface residues of the PcdhgC5 EC1–EC3
domains revealed in the crystal structure were individually
mutated to arginine, and the homophilic recognition function
of these single-arginine mutant proteins was assessed using
the K562 cell aggregation assay. Selected basic surface resi-
dues were mutated to glutamic acid. As expected, the majority
of single-point mutant proteins exhibited wild-type cell aggrega-
tion phenotypes (Figure S2C). In contrast, cells transfected with
the arginine point mutant L87R in the EC1 domain, S116R and
T142R in the EC2 domain, and M301R and E302R in the EC3
domain of PcdhgC5 showed no detectable aggregation (Figures
2B and 2C). Cells transfected with the EC2 S114R mutation
showed diminished homophilic binding (Figure S2C). S114
and S116 are located in the AB loop connecting the A and B
b strands in EC2, whereas M301 and E302 are located in the
FG loop of EC3. All are located on one side of the molecule
and are very close to one another in space, thus defining a
potentially continuous homophilic recognition interface with
elements distributed over the EC2 and EC3 domains. Notably,
L87 in EC1 faces in the same direction although T142 in EC2
does not.
To determine whether this binding region is unique to
PcdhgC5, we produced mutants for isoforms from all three
Pcdh gene clusters for residues structurally equivalent to
PcdhgC5 positions 87, 116, and 301. Mutations equivalent to
301R abolished homophilic recognition for isoforms from all
three gene clusters (Pcdha7, PcdhaC2, Pcdhb6, PcdhgA8, and
PcdhgB6; Figure 2D). Homophilic recognition was abolished
for mutations equivalent to 116R for isoforms from the a and g
gene cluster members (Pcdha7, PcdhaC2, and PcdhgA8), but
not for the isoforms we tested from the b and gB clusters (Fig-
ure 2D). Finally, mutations equivalent to L87R abolished homo-
philic recognition for PcdhgA8 and diminished homophilic
recognition for Pcdha7. It is possible that homophilic recognition
for the Pcdhb6 and PcdhgB6 isoforms may not involve residues
87 in EC1 and 116 in EC2, or alternatively, arginine mutants
of these residues might not appropriately test their contribution
to binding. Below, we show that isoforms from the a and b
gene clusters do in fact utilize interface residues in the EC2
AB loop region and others in close structural proximity to EC1
residue 87.
Domain Shuffling to Identify Specificity-Determining
Domains
Within each of the mouse gene clusters, there exist pairs of Pcdh
isoforms (Pcdha7 and Pcdha8; Pcdhb6 and Pcdhb8; PcdhgA8
and PcdhgA9) with greater than 80% pairwise sequence identitywithin their EC1–EC4 domain regions. Despite this high identity,
these pairs display strict homophilic specificities (Thu et al.,
2014). In order to help identify the binding interface, we pro-
duced chimeras in which EC domains were shuffled between
the closely related isoforms. These proteins were tagged at the
C terminus with either of the fluorescent proteins mCherry or
mVenus and tested for binding specificity in the K562 cell assay.
We confirmed that all three pairs bind strictly homophilically (Fig-
ure 3A, 1–4; Figure 3B,1–4; Figure 3C, 1–4).
The results of cell aggregation experiments using different
chimeric constructs are summarized in Figures 3 and S3. These
results are presented in such a way that two closely related wild-
type ‘‘parent’’ proteins appear at the left of each panel, while
each figure indicates whether a particular chimera co-aggre-
gates with one or the other parent protein or prefers to aggregate
homophilically. Figure 3D summarizes the data presented in
Figures 3A–3C. All chimeric constructs containing EC1–EC3
domains from one isoform and EC4–EC6 domains from another
co-aggregated with the wild-type ‘‘parent’’ isoform that con-
tained the same EC1–EC3 domains (Figures 3A–3C, panel 6,
and Figures S3B and S3D, panel 13), whereas chimeric con-
structs with just EC2–EC3 shuffled, preferred to aggregate
homophilically (Figures S3A–S3E, panels 11 and 12).
Despite the fact that shuffling EC1–EC3 is sufficient to swap
specificity in close pairs, our AUC and cell aggregation assay re-
sults (Table 1 and Figure 2A) indicate that all four N-terminal do-
mains (EC1–EC4) are required for trans homophilic recognition.
We therefore generated a chimera of PcdhgA8 in which domains
EC2–EC4 were replaced with the corresponding domains of the
closely related PcdhgA9 isoform, while domains EC5–EC6 were
replaced with the EC5–EC6 domains of the distant PcdhgB6 iso-
form, which would not be expected to interact in trans with
PcdhgA8 or PcdhgA9. Cells expressing this chimera adhere to
cells expressing PcdhgA9 indicating, consistent with AUC
data, that the EC4 domain plays a role in determining homophilic
binding specificity (Figure 3C, panel 8). This conclusion is also
supported by cell aggregation studies using chimeras where
EC1 is derived from one parent and EC2–EC6 from another. In
all cases, these chimeras co-aggregate with the parent contain-
ing the same EC2–EC6 domains (Figure S3A, S3C, and S3E,
panel 1; Figures S3B and S3D panel 2). Since domains EC5
and EC6 are not required for trans binding, these results also
implicate EC2–EC4 as sufficient to determine homophilic
specificity.
The experiments reported in Figure S3 help define the minimal
number of domains within the EC1–EC4 region that determine
the binding properties of a chimera. The presence of a single
domain is never enough tomediate co-aggregation with a parent
isoform containing this domain (Figure S3A, S3C, and S3E,
panels 2, 4, and 6; Figures S3B and S3D, panels 1, 3, and 5),
but in some cases, a mismatched single domain is capable of
disrupting binding to the parent isoforms (Figure S3C, panel 5;
Figure S3D, panel 6; Figure S3E, panel 3). In a few cases, the
presence of just two domains in common is sufficient to mediate
co-aggregation with a parent even if the other four domains are
different. This can be seen in a chimera containing EC1 and EC3
from gA9 and EC2 and EC4–EC6 from gA8, which co-aggre-
gates with wild-type gA9 (Figure S3C, panel 10), and a chimeraCell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 633
Figure 3. Pcdh trans Binding Depends on the Four N-Terminal Domains EC1–EC4
(A–C) Domain-shuffled chimeras of closely related isoforms and their wild-type counterparts were assayed for binding specificity. Swapped specificity was noted
for chimeras in which either the EC1–EC3 or EC2–EC4 domains were replaced with the corresponding domains of closely related isoforms. See also Figure S3.
(D) Schematic representation of the domain-shuffled isoforms and their observed binding specificities to their wild-type isoform counterparts.containing EC1 and EC2 from b8 and EC3–EC6 from b6, which
co-aggregates with wild-type b8 (Figure S3E, panel 8). Overall,
these results are consistent with all four N-terminal domains,
EC1–EC4, contributing to trans binding with the relative contri-
butions of each domain to specificity varying from one isoform
to another.
Rational Design of Point Mutations to Identify
Specificity-Determining Residues
Sequence alignment of specificity-determining EC3 domains
shows that Pcdha7 and Pcdha8 differ in five amino acids,
whereas PcdhgA8 and PcdhgA9 differ in eight (Figure 4A).
Notably, in both cases, three of these residues are located in
the same structural element: the FG loop (Figures 4A, 5A, and
5C). In the case of PcdhgA8 and PcdhgA9 the three variable
FG loop residues are highly conserved within their respective
orthologs (Figure 4B). Together, these data strongly suggest634 Cell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.that these three EC3 domain FG loop residues act as specificity
determinants for a and g Pcdh isoforms.
To test this hypothesis experimentally, we swapped the three
residues (Figure 5) between the EC3 domains of closely related
isoforms and tested their binding specificities with their ‘‘parent’’
native isoforms. We produced chimeras with the three FG-loop
residues of one isoform replaced with the corresponding resi-
dues of its close-pair isoform. These three-residue-swapped
mutants were tested, along with their native ‘‘parents,’’ in the
K562 cell aggregation assay. Cells expressing an isoform in
which the three FG-loop residues were replaced with those
from the close-pair isoform intermixed with cells expressing
the wild-type isoform with residues identical to those at the shuf-
fled positions (Figures 5A and 5C). In contrast, these cells segre-
gated from cells expressing the wild-type isoform fromwhich the
EC3 domain originated (Figure S4). We conclude that the three
Figure 4. Candidate Specificity Determining Residues
(A) Multiple sequence alignment of the three closely related Pcdh isoform pairs, along with PcdhgC5. Highlighted in gray are positions conserved in all Pcdh
sequences. Sequence positions that differ between the closely related isoforms are shown in red; a subset of these residues determines binding specificity.
Residues swapped between isoforms and assayed for binding properties are boxed. Secondary structure from PcdhgC5 is shown at the top of the alignment.
(B) Multiple sequence alignment of the FG-loop region for PcdhgA8 and PcdhgA9 orthologs. Three of the residues that differ between mouse PcdhgA8 and
PcdhgA9 are highly conserved in orthologs (highlighted in red), suggesting their functional importance.variable residues of the EC3 FG loop are specificity determining
in the closely related a and g isoforms.
A similar analysis was carried out for EC1 and EC2 domains
with comparable results. As with the EC3 domains, we analyzed
close isoform pairs (Figure 4A) and identified candidate speci-
ficity-determining residues located on the EC1 C strand and
EC2 AB region (Figure 5). We validated these assignments by
showing that shuffling residues between EC2 domain AB regions
resulted in swapped specificities for close-pair isoforms from all
three Pcdh gene clusters (Figures 5 and S4). Shuffling residues
between EC1 domain C strand regions was sufficient to swap
EC1 specificities from Pcdhb6 to that of Pcdhb8 or from Pcdha7
to Pcdha8. The contribution of this region in the Pcdhg pair could
not be determined because shuffling of residues in this region
resulted in a protein that could not mediate cell aggregation (Fig-
ure S4D). We note that swapping EC1 specificities from Pcdhb6
to Pcdhb8 or EC2 specificities from Pcdha7 to Pcdha8 or from
PcdhgA9 to PcdhgA8 required the alteration of only a single
residue (residue R41N, L114P, and S114N for b, a, and g respec-
tively; Figure 5).Rational and Random Mutagenesis Identify the Same
Functional Binding Surfaces
Figures 2 and 5 list specificity-determining residues identified
from arginine scanning and bioinformatics-based mutagenesis.
The finding that two different approaches implicate the same
structural regions in Pcdh homophilic binding and that these
regions are in common for isoforms from different Pcdh gene
clusters indicates that these regions—the EC1 C and G strands,
the EC2 AB loop, and EC3 FG loop (Figure 5D)—are likely to
contribute to determining the binding specificities for other
Pcdh isoforms as well. As shown above, EC4 contributes to
the trans binding specificity in a similar way to that of EC1. How-
ever, we focused on the EC1–EC3 domains because this is the
region for which we have atomic-level structures.
AUC Experiments onMutant Proteins Confirm that Pcdh
trans Interactions Occur via EC1–EC4 Domains,
whereas cis Interactions Occur via the EC6 Domain
We have provided evidence from both AUC and cell aggregation
assays that the EC1–EC4 domains mediate Pcdh trans interac-
tions, whereas the EC6 domain mediates an independent PcdhCell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 635
Figure 5. Structural Elements of the Canonical Pcdh trans Binding Interface
(A–C) Assessing specificity-determining residues. Binding properties of wild-type isoforms (left side of each panel) or constructs with shuffled residues (top of
each panel) were tested separately for each EC domain. Cases in which shuffled residues swapped specificities are indicated by an orange outline. Residues
shuffled between closely related isoforms are shown in magenta on surface representations of the Pcdha7, Pcdhb6, and PcdhgA8 structures. Sequence
alignments of shuffled regions are shown. See also Figure S4.
(D) Correspondence between trans interface residues identified by arginine scanning and close-isoform pair analysis. Single argininemutant residues that abolish
or diminish homophilic binding, highlighted in red and orange respectively, are found in the same structural regions as the shuffled residues (see also Figure 2).
Residues that swap binding specificity between closely related isoforms are shown in magenta on surface representations of the Pcdh-gC5 crystal structure.cis interaction. To provide further evidence for these findings, we
expressed and purified various domain-truncated constructs of
PcdhgA8-I116R, PcdhgC5-S116R, and PcdhaC2-S118R. Since636 Cell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.an arginine at these positions ablates trans binding in cell aggre-
gation assays, these mutant constructs should only affect the
Pcdh trans-association but not the cis-association in AUC
experiments. As expected, the EC1–EC4 fragment of I116R
PcdhgA8 behaved differently from its wild-type counterpart
and was monomeric in solution (Table 1). In contrast, we found
that, similar to its wild-type counterpart, the EC2–EC6 fragment
PcdhgC5-S116R behaved as a dimer with KD similar to wild-type
EC2–EC6. This observation suggests that the EC2–EC6 protein
dimerizes in cis through a region that is not involved in the trans
interface (Table 1). Finally, the complete ectodomain of PcdhaC2
containing an S118R mutation displayed tetramerization affinity,
which was an order of magnitude lower than that of the wild-type
protein. Similarly, the S116R mutant of PcdhgC5 EC1–EC6 did
not form tetramers (as does its wild-type counterpart) but rather,
similar to the EC2–EC6 fragment, self-associates as a dimer.
Since trans binding has been ablated by this mutation, the
observed dimer must correspond to association in cis (Table 1).
The trans Homophilic Interface Is Formed via
Head-to-Tail Interactions of EC1–EC4 Domains
Computational Docking Yields Antiparallel Orientations
We carried out modeling studies in an effort to elucidate the
dimerization mode of Pcdhs. We limited our modeling to EC1–
EC3, for which we have determined crystal structures and
have identified specificity-determining residues. We used the
M-zdock program (Pierce et al., 2005) to produce symmetric ho-
modimericmodels for the EC1–EC3domain regions of PcdhaC2,
Pcdhb1, PcdhgA8, and PcdhgC5. We generated thousands of
models for each crystal structure and used the experimentally
identified specificity determinant residues to filter the docked
models; requiringmodels to include these residues at the binding
interface. A second constraint required dockingmodels to have a
buried surface area at the binding interface ofmore than 1,200 A˚2
(600 A˚2 per protomer). Applying these two conditions reduces the
number of dockedmodels from thousands to 149: 23, 40, 40, and
46 for PcdhgA8, Pcdhb1, PcdhaC2, and PcdhgC5, respectively.
We then structurally clustered the filtered docked homodimers
with the expectation that there would bemore docked structures
near the native conformation.
Notably, the majority of the filtered docked homodimeric
Pcdhs (62.5%) adopted a head-to-tail orientation of the twomol-
ecules in which the EC2 domain of one molecule interacts with
the EC3 domain of its partner (Figures 6A and S5A, i and ii).
Furthermore, most structures with this binding mode place the
EC1 domain of one molecule adjacent to the expected position
of the EC4 domain of its partner (Figure 6A). Only three of the
docked and filtered complexes had a head-to-head orientation
(two for PcdhgC5 and one for PcdhaC2; Figure S5A, iii), whereas
filtered solutions for Pcdhb1 and PcdhgA8 resulted solely in so-
lutions with a head-to-tail orientation. We note that it is the appli-
cation of the two constraints, one of which was experimentally
derived, that results in this distribution of binding modes.
Experimental Validation of a Head-to-Tail Orientation
The computational evidence for a head-to-tail dimer, taken
together with our identification of EC1–EC4 as the specificity-
determining region, suggests that EC1 interacts with EC4 and
EC2 interactswith EC3. In order to validate thismodel, we carried
out cell aggregation assays on chimeras of thegA8andgA9Pcdh
isoforms, which were designed to determine which domains
physically interact. As shown in the schematic, diagrams in Fig-ure 6B (panels 1–3), head-to-tail binding would result in a dimer
where all EC2/EC3 and EC1/EC4 interactions involve domains
from the same wild-type protein. In all three cases, the chimeras
form mixed aggregates, thus providing strong evidence for our
proposed model of the Pcdh-Pcdh interface. Note that, if the
monomers bound in a head-to-head orientation, some interact-
ing domains would be derived from different wild-type proteins
so that mixed aggregates would not be expected to form.
Figure 6B (panels 4 and 5) provides direct evidence that EC1
interacts with EC4 and EC2 interacts with EC3. Comparing panel
4 to panel 1, the only difference between the two is that there is a
mismatch between EC4 and EC1 in panel 4. The two cell popu-
lations in panel 4 form separate aggregates, indicating that this
single mismatch is sufficient to ablate trans dimerization. An
identical conclusion regarding EC2 and EC3 is reached by com-
parison of panel 5 to panel 2. Here again, a single-domain
mismatch inhibits co-aggregation even though the remaining
three domains are correctly matched.
To further validate the model of head-to-tail binding, we car-
ried out mutagenesis experiments on specificity-determining
regions. Since, as shown above, for the a and g close pairs the
EC2 AB loop and the EC3 FG loop determine specificities, we
reasoned that the specificity-determining residues in the EC2
AB loop might interact with corresponding residues in the EC3
FG loop. Notably, the largest cluster of structurally similar
docked and filtered complexes is the only cluster that positions
the EC2 AB loop near the EC3 FG loop and projected to position
the EC1 near EC4 (Figures 6A and S5A). To test this model (Fig-
ure 6A), we relied on two observations (1) that arginine mutations
of residue 301 in the EC3 FG loop region and residue 116 in the
EC2 AB loop region (PcdhgC5 numbering) abrogate recognition
in isoforms from different gene clusters (Figures 2B–2D) and (2)
that docked models position residue 301 and residue 116 at
close distance (less than 6A˚, Figure 6A). Hypothesizing that
residues 116 and 301 are near each other in the recognition com-
plex, we attempted to rescue single-arginine mutants at residue
303 of PcdhaC2 or 298 of PcdhgA8 and Pcdhb6 (analogous
to PcdhgC5 301) by producing an aspartic acid mutation of
PcdhaC2 residue 118, of PcdhgA8 residue 116 or of Pcdhb6
residue 117 (analogous to PcdhgC5 116). The designed double
mutants could, in principle, form a salt bridge at the interface
and thus might rescue recognition.
For all three isoforms (PcdhaC2, Pcdhb6, and PcdhgA8), cells
expressing the double arginine/aspartic-acid mutants tested
positive for cell aggregation (Figure 6C), indicating that these
two mutated residues (116 and 301), located respectively on do-
mains EC2 and EC3, are in close proximity at the homophilic
binding interface. This observation provides strong support for
a head-to-tail binding mode where EC2 interacts with EC3 and
where EC1 interacts with EC4. Moreover, since PcdhaC2,
Pcdhb6, and PcdhgA8 are not closely related, it is likely that
the modeled interface represents the recognition interface for
other Pcdhs as well.
DISCUSSION
Counterintuitively, thephenomenonof neuronal self-avoidance is
initiated by trans homophilic adhesive binding between Pcdhs.Cell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 637
Figure 6. Molecular Logic of Pcdh-Mediated Cell-Cell Recognition
(A) Shown in ribbon representation is the only orientation observed for docking of the four EC1–EC3 domains structures, which position the EC2 AB loop in close
proximity to the EC3 FG loop. EC2 AB loop residue 116 and FG loop residue 301 are drawn as space filling and colored red and blue, respectively. The vast
majority of the docked complexes were observed to interact in this mode. See also Figure S5A.
(B) Cell aggregation assays on chimeric proteins that show EC1 interacts with EC4 and EC2 interacts with EC3. Schematic representation of the head-to-tail
interaction between the domain-shuffled chimeras is shown above each panel. Mixed aggregateswere formedwhere all interactions involve ‘‘matching’’ domains
(panels 1–3). Separate aggregates were formed when there is a mismatch between EC1/EC4 (panel 4) or between EC2/EC3 (panel 5).
(legend continued on next page)
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Presumably, repulsion is a consequence of the activation of
downstream signals via the ICD, which is known to interact with
signaling adaptors and kinases (Han et al., 2010; Schalm et al.,
2010). This mechanism requires that different neurons express
a sufficiently distinct set of Pcdh isoforms so that inappropriate
‘‘self’’-recognition, and subsequent repulsion, will not occur. In
the case of invertebrates, this is accomplished through the sto-
chastic expression of about 10–50 different alternatively spliced
Dscam isoforms in each cell (Hattori et al., 2008; Zipursky and
Grueber, 2013; Zipursky and Sanes, 2010). With thousands of
stochastically generated distinct Dscam isoforms, the probability
that two different neurons express the same set of isoforms is
extremely low (Miura et al., 2013). Considering the much smaller
number of distinct Pcdh isoforms in vertebrates, isoformdiversity
alone cannot account for ‘‘non-self-discrimination.’’
As mentioned above, we have shown previously that an inter-
ference phenomenon plays a crucial role in Pcdh-based non-
self-discrimination (Thu et al., 2014). In this paper, we present
evidence from several independent sources of data that suggest
that Pcdh cell-cell recognition is mediated by a mechanism that
couples cis and trans interactions. Specifically, we propose that
Pcdh isoforms form promiscuous EC6 dependent cis-dimers
at the cell surface that associate specifically in trans via a stereo-
typed interface with elements in domains EC1–EC4. Below, we
summarize our findings and discuss their implications for the
molecular mechanisms by which clustered Pcdhs mediate
neuronal self-recognition and non-self-discrimination.
Pcdh Homophilic Specificity Is Determined by a Head-
to-Tail trans Recognition Interface
We found that Pcdh EC1–EC3 fragments do not associate in so-
lution, nor do theymediate homophilic cell-cell recognition in cell
aggregation assays. Rather, we showed both in AUC measure-
ments and cell assays that stable trans dimerization requires all
four of the N-terminal EC1–EC4 domains. Site-directed arginine
scanning mutagenesis and rational mutagenesis based on anal-
ysis of sequence alignments allowed us to identify key structural
elements in a trans interface that mediate cell-cell recognition
between Pcdhs.
The identification of interfacial regions in EC2 and EC3 through
computational modeling and mutagenesis experiments pro-
vided strong constraints that made it possible to demonstrate
that Pcdh trans dimers adopt a head-to-tail orientation where
EC2 interacts with EC3. This remarkable anti-parallel trans-inter-(C) The EC2 domain AB region recognizes the EC3 domain FG loop. Cells expre
double mutations (aspartate at the AB region and arginine at the FG loop) we
phenotype, supporting the head-to-tail binding orientation shown in part (A).
(D) Two possible models of Pcdh interaction. A discrete tetramer composed of a d
a connected ribbon of molecules can form between cells via the trans and cis in
(E and F) A model for Pcdh-mediated cell-cell recognition based on formation o
Growth of the chain of molecules requires matching of all isoforms; a single mism
same isoform repertoire, whereas dendrites of different neuronswill differ. In thism
only through the formation of an extended chain of Pcdhs.
(G) For the case of 15 distinct Pcdh isoforms expressed per cell, Monte-Carlo s
assemblies between contacting cells. The average number of cis dimers that co
number of mismatched isoforms. Two cases are shown—one for 15,000 total Pc
isoform). The model assumes that each cell contains a stable set of cis dimers fo
Figure S5B.action is in contrast to the parallel trans dimerization of classical
cadherins. However, for classical cadherins, the parallel binding
mode is made possible by a significant intramolecular bend
whereby the five EC domains form a highly curved structure so
that interacting membrane-distal EC1 domains from apposed
cells are parallel to one another. In contrast, since the EC1–
EC3 domains in Pcdhs are straight rather than curved, binding
in parallel would require a sharp bend between the three N-ter-
minal and three C-terminal domains. Such a bend has been
observed only in cadherins lacking inter-domain calcium binding
sites (e.g., DN cadherin [Jin et al., 2012]), and the presence of
complete calcium binding sites between all domains renders
such significant bending highly unlikely in the case of Pcdhs.
Figure 6A shows the structure of an EC1–EC3 trans dimer ob-
tained from our docking studies that satisfies all the constraints
established by mutagenesis. The EC4 domain is represented as
an ellipse in the diagram since its structure has not yet been
determined. In addition to satisfying all the mutagenesis data
used as constraints in the docking studies, independent evi-
dence supporting themodel includes (1) the set of five cell aggre-
gation studies on gA8 and gA9 chimeras (Figure 6B) that show
that EC1 interacts with EC4 and EC2 interacts with EC3 and (2)
the rescue experiments shown in Figure 6C that reveal that res-
idue 116 in EC2 is in close proximity to residue 301 in EC3, as
predicted by the head-to-tail model (Figure 6A).
The head-to-tail model shown in the figure provides a clear
explanation of the binding affinity and cell aggregation data. In
the model, the free energy of binding is distributed over all four
domain-domain interfaces, and all must be present to generate
sufficient affinity to produce a stable homodimer. This is evident
from the observations that three domain constructs do not
dimerize and that interfacial mutations in only a single domain
are sufficient to ablate binding. All EC1–EC3 ectodomain frag-
ments studied here were monomeric, and none revealed a likely
trans interaction. With a head-to-tail orientation, deletion of only
one domain in EC1–EC4 effectively removes half the interface,
providing a likely explanation for the absence of native dimer
interactions.
Wenote that the structuralmodel itself is unlikely to be accurate
in detail and will certainly be superseded once X-ray structures of
all four interactingdomainsare available. Themajor significanceof
the model is the demonstration that Pcdhs dimerize in trans in a
head-to-tail orientation with an extended interface formed from
four inter-domain interfaces (two EC2/EC3 and two EC1/EC4).ssing isoforms with single arginine mutants in the EC3 FG loop region or with
re assayed for aggregation. The double mutation rescued the non-adhesive
imer of dimers is observed in analytical ultracentrifugation, but we suggest that
teractions.
f a superstructure defined by promiscuous cis and specific trans interactions.
atch can terminate chain extension. Dendrites of the same neuron will have the
odel, repulsion signaling is triggered, or achieves a sufficient level for response,
imulations were used to estimate the average size of one-dimensional Pcdh
mprise such assemblies is shown on a logarithmic scale as a function of the
dh monomers (1,000 per isoform, red), and one for 1,500 total copies (100 per
rmed from the random association of monomers present in each cell. See also
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We note that the molecular dimerization logic of Pcdhs, where
different domains recognize one another through EC1/EC4 and
EC2/EC3 trans interactions, is fundamentally different from that
of Dscam1, where the dimerization interface is formed from three
separate self-self-interactions, Ig2/Ig2, Ig3/Ig3, and Ig7/Ig7.
Pcdhs Form cis Dimers Mediated by EC6
We previously provided evidence for promiscuous Pcdh EC6/
EC6 cis interactions. Specifically, any single carrier isoform (b,
g, or C-type) can mediate cell-surface delivery of a isoforms,
which are otherwise confinedwithin the cell, through interactions
involving the EC6 domain (Thu et al., 2014). In addition, the pair-
wise sequence identity between EC6 domains for all isoforms of
Pcdhb or Pcdhg clusters averages over 90% (Thu et al., 2014),
which is consistent with the idea of promiscuous interactions.
We show above that the EC6 domain mediates Pcdh cis
dimerization even in the absence of trans interactions. Moreover,
as shown in Table 1, the affinity of this interaction is comparable
or even stronger than the trans interaction involving EC1–EC4. In
general, cis interactions in the two-dimensional environment of
the plasma membrane would be significantly enhanced, and
the effect is strongest for membrane proximal domains, as there
would be little entropy loss due to inter-domain flexibility upon
binding (Wu et al., 2011, 2013). Indeed, even at low surface den-
sities, molecules with substantial solution (3D) KDs, such as that
of Pcdhs, will likely form dimers on cell surfaces. The promiscuity
of the EC6 carrier function suggests that these dimers can form
between essentially any two Pcdh isoforms, which in turn sug-
gests that Pcdhs on cell surfaces exist as cis dimers formed by
pairs of different isoforms from all three subfamilies as well the
C-type isoforms.
Assembly Termination by Mismatched Isoforms
Distinguishes Self from Non-self
We have shown above that full-length Pcdh ectodomains in so-
lution form tetramers (a cis/trans dimer of dimers) mediated by
head-to-tail trans interactions involving EC1–EC4 and a cis inter-
action involving EC6. A schematic of this molecular arrangement
is shown in the left panel of Figure 6D. If Pcdhs on cell surfaces
interacted in this manner, cellular recognition would be based on
dimeric recognition units. However, as we have discussed in a
previous study, dimeric recognition units are unlikely to provide
sufficient diversity for neuronal non-self-discrimination, and
indeed all models based on multimeric recognition units
encounter difficulties in accounting for both self-recognition
and non-self-discrimination (Thu et al., 2014). For this reason,
we previously proposed an alternative recognition mechanism
based on ‘‘junction-like’’ molecular assemblies at least partially
reminiscent of those formed by classical cadherins.
As discussed above, each Pcdh molecule forms strong inde-
pendent trans and cis interactions. This is in contrast to classical
cadherins inwhich eachmolecule forms relatively strong trans in-
teractions and two weak asymmetrical cis interactions that
become stronger on cell surfaces only once the trans interactions
have been formed (Wu et al., 2011). In the case of classical cad-
herins, the combination of cis and trans interactions generates a
two-dimensional lattice that corresponds to the extracellular
structure of adherens junctions (Harrison et al., 2011). In contrast,640 Cell 163, 629–642, October 22, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc.the interactions defined here for Pcdhs suggest the formation of a
one-dimensional zipper-like structure involving symmetrical cis
and trans interactions. This structure is depicted in the right panel
of Figure 6D, which shows how each bivalent Pcdh cis dimer
could recognize two other dimers via independent trans interac-
tions so as to formaconnected ribbon ofmolecules that emanate
from two apposed cell surfaces. We note that still-undiscovered
extracellular, trans-membrane, or cytoplasmic interactions may
ultimately reveal a more complex network of interactions than
the one depicted in the figure. For example, the receptor tyrosine
kinaseRet has been shown to associatewith, and directly or indi-
rectly phosphorylate, Pcdha and g tyrosine residues in their ICDs
(Schalm et al., 2010). In any case, the existence of even a one-
dimensional network would provide a mechanism for interfer-
ence that does not encounter the problems based on models of
isolated multimeric recognition units.
Figure 6E illustrates that cells with the same isoform composi-
tion would be able to form a large assembly upon contact. In
contrast, cells with different isoform compositions would incor-
porate mismatches, preventing further growth of the lattice
(Figure 6F). If downstream signaling leading to neurite repulsion
depends on the size of the assembly, which in turn depends on
isoform composition, the model offers a natural mechanism for
Pcdh interference. Indeed, there is a striking dependency of the
size of Pcdh assemblies on the number of mismatched Pcdh iso-
forms. Figure 6G plots the average size of such linear assemblies
as a function of the number ofmismatched isoformsbetween two
contacting neurons. Assembly size is obtained fromMonte-Carlo
calculations based on a model that assumes that each cell
contains a stable set of cis dimers formed from the random asso-
ciation of monomers present in each cell. When all isoforms are
identical, assembly size is limited solely by the number of copies
of each isoform. Remarkably, the presence of even a single
mismatched isoform is sufficient to reduce the average size of
an assembly by at least two orders ofmagnitude. The results pre-
sented in Figure 6G thus suggest that a mechanism based on
mismatched-isoform chain termination of a linear Pcdh-assem-
bly could provide a binary definition of self and non-self.
While we recognize that this isoform mismatch chain-termina-
tion model is speculative, it is consistent with the presence of
strong independent cis and trans interactions. Such signaling
systems have been observed previously, including the one-
dimensional network of CTLA-4/B7 immune receptors (Schwartz
et al., 2001), where signaling has also been proposed to be
based on large cell-surface assemblies. Most importantly, the
model provides a mechanism whereby 58 Pcdhs can generate
the high level of diversity sufficient to allow for neuronal self-
avoidance without encountering the problems for self-recogni-
tion, which is implicit in previous models that depend on discrete
combinatorial multimeric recognition units.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Production and Crystallography
Proteins for crystallization or biophysical analysis were expressed in suspen-
sion-adapted HEK293 Freestyle cells (Invitrogen) and purified by nickel affinity
and size exclusion chromatography. Pcdh crystals were grown by vapor diffu-
sion in 1–2 ml hanging drops, except the Pcdhb1 EC1–EC3 crystals, which
were grown in 0.2 ml sitting drops. The PcdhgC5 EC1–EC3 P43212 crystal
structure was solved using theMIRAS technique, while all the other Pcdh crys-
tal structures were solved by molecular replacement. See the Supplemental
Experimental Procedures for details.
Cell Aggregation Assays
Pcdh expression constructs were transfected into K562 cells by electropora-
tion. The transfected cells were grown in culture for 24 hr. Cells were then
allowed to aggregate for 1 to 3 hr on a rocker inside an incubator at 37C.
The cells were then fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min, washed in PBS, and cleared
with 50% glycerol for imaging. See the Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures for details.
Sedimentation Equilibrium Analytical Ultracentrifugation
Proteins were diluted to an absorbance at 10 mm path length and 280 nm of
0.65, 0.43, and 0.23 absorbance units. All samples were run at four speeds:
11,000, 14,000, 17,000, and 20,000 rpm (all EC1–EC3 constructs) or 9,000,
11,000, 13,000 and 15,000 rpm (all EC1–EC4, EC1–EC5, and EC1–EC6 con-
structs), respectively. Measurements were carried out at 25C and detection
was by UV at 280 nm.
Monte-Carlo Simulations
A stochastic algorithm was used to estimate the average size of Pcdh assem-
blies (number of linked cis dimers) formed between a pair of neurons each ex-
pressing 15 distinct isoforms with 0–15 common isoforms. It was assumed
that a neuron expresses an equal number of copies of each of the 15 Pcdh iso-
forms, with either 1,000 or 100 copies per isoform (i.e., 15,000 or 1,500 total
Pcdh monomers respectively). 106 simulations were performed, and in each
simulation, stable cis dimers were randomly and independently generated
for the contacting neurons. Note that the distribution of cis dimers on both neu-
rons will not in general be identical even for neurons with an identical set of
monomers. A linear network was initiated by randomly choosing a dimer on
one of the cells. In the next step, a cis dimer is chosen on the second cell where
one of its monomer constituents matches one of the monomers in the dimer
chosen on the first cell. This matching process is then repeatedwith the search
for matching dimers alternating between the contacting neurons moving from
one cell to the other as the chain extends in two directions. This extension pro-
cess was repeated until there remained no matching dimers either due to a
mismatch or to a depletion of dimers.
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